


Kathy's Career
Playing Record

1965: Titleholders Championship

1966: Titleholders Championship

1967: LPGA Championship, Western Open

1971: LPGA Championship

1975: LPGA Championship

1962: (2) Kelly Girls Open, Phoenix Thunderbird Open

1963: (8) Carvel Ladies Open, Wolverine Open, Milwaukee
Jaycee Open, Ogden Ladies' Open, Spokane Women's Open,
Hillside Open, San Antonio Civitan Open, Mary Mills
Mississippi Gulf Coast Invitational

1964: (1) San Antonio Civitan Open

1965: (8) St. Petersburg Open, Shreveport Kiwanis
Invitational, Blue Grass Invitational, Lady Carling Midwest
Open, Yankee Open, Buckeye Savings Invitational, Mickey
Wright Invitational, Titleholders Championship



Yare Trophy: (7): 1965, 1966, 1967, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972
(most in LPGA history).

LPGA Player of the Year: (7): 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1971,
1972, 1973

LPGA Tour's Leading Money Winner: (8) 1965-68, 1970-73

Associated Press Athlete of the Year: 1965 and 1967
Named "Golfer of the Decade" by GOLF magazine for the
years 1968-77
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Draws and Hooks

THEPRINCIPLEFORa ball to curve right-to-Ieft is for the clubhead
to be facing to the left of the direction that it is traveling. In other
words, if the path of the club head is to the right of the target and
the clubhead is facing at the target, the ball will start to the right
of the target and curve right-to-Ieft. The more the clubhead faces
to the left of where it's traveling, the more the ball will hook.

Usually a hook is the lower shot because you de-loft the club
and fades go higher because the face is a little bit open at impact.

I Never Won Until
I Hit a Fade

WHE I FIRSTwent on the tour, everyone wanted to hook the
ball. I hit a big hook. Hitting a draw would have been okay but
I couldn't hit a draw consistently. The main reason my hook was
bad was that when I overcooked it, it became a duck hook. You
can't recover from that.

They say you can talk to a fade but you can't talk to a hook.
That's not completely true. When I hit a duck hook I would talk
to it, though I can't repeat what I said.

There's no question that going to a fade was a big turnaround
for me. I'm not sure exactlywhen I started to play the fade, but it was
probably after I did the clinics with Patty. I had to learn to hit dif-
ferent shaped shots, and until then I didn't know how to hit a fade.



I could control a fade. It started a little left and curved softly
to the right. But I couldn't control a hook. A hook was just a
wild thing and got me into a lot of trouble. Even when I hit irons
to the green, it was tough to control. Many times it would hit the
green and roll off.

Another challenging thing about a hook is when the pres-
sure is on, because your timing has to be perfect to square the
clubface. You come into the ball with a snap and when you snap
it too soon, you hit a big hook.

Another disadvantage of hitting a hook is when you need to
hit a fade. Since the swing is on such a different path, it's difficult
to pull off. To hit a hook, the clubhead goes inside-out, but to hit
a fade you do the opposite. It wasn't easy swinging a little outside-
in across the line when all of my other swings were inside-out.

I needed to know how to hook when the situation called for
it, but I never played really well until I stopped hitting a hook
and started playing a fade. I hit my drives a little shorter and I
needed one more club hitting irons into the greens, because it's
a softer ball flight with more backspin.

It wasn't until I learned how to fade the ball that I was able
to play consistently. I never won until I played a fade.



Golf's Most Important
Fundamental

You CAN'T SAY "All great players do this or that" because it isn't
true. They all have different ways of swinging because of body
types, swing philosophies, and natural tendencies.

There is one exception. The one thing all great players have
is a good clubface position at impact.

Impact is golfs most important fundamental.
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